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Jeep CJ GPS Gauge Cluster Released by Speedhut

Speedhut.com continues to expand their line of custom gauges by offering a new GPS
speedometer cluster specific to Jeep CJ vehicles.

Salt Lake City, UT (PRWEB) January 07, 2014 -- Speedhut.com, a leading manufacturer and retailer of car
gauges, started the year off with a bang, and it appears they intend to transition into the next year in the same
fashion. The powerhouse of performance measuring gauges for vehicles has just released the Speedhut Jeep CJ
GPS speedometer cluster.

The start of 2013 brought new products from Speedhut, as well as an entirely new website. The new website
was intended to help users navigate the site easier, locate products smoothly, and to offer new customization
options for gauges, including the option to add custom logos and color options.

As the year progressed, Speedhut released cylinder head gauges, new 4 1/2" gauges, OBDII shift lights, and
more. In December 2013, Speedhut also released new Jeep CJ GPS speedometer clusters.

Founder of Speedhut, Aaron Westberg, comments, "The Jeep CJ GPS speedometer cluster allows for easy,
direct replacement of the OEM gauge." He continues, "This necessary accessory for Jeep fanatics is made from
billet aluminum, is water resistant, and its performance is unparalleled."

The GPS speedometer requires no calibration and reads accurately regardless of tire size. Other features of the
cluster include:

- temperature gauge
- 4x4 indicator
- programmable tachometer that works with all ignition systems
- programmable fuel level gauge
- programmable inclometer with audible warning
- brake indicator
- LCD displaying heading, elevation, odometer, and tirp odometer
- turn signals
- high beam indicator

In Speedhut tradition, users can't forget the custom gauge options that include customizable artwork, pointers,
and dial. Enthusiasts can easily add a personalized logo or graphic to the dial face. With a final touch of a back
lit dial and warning lights, the new Jeep CJ gauge cluster is a must have for any offroad enthusiast.

To shop or learn more about Speedhut's extensive selection of custom gauges, visit Speedhut.com or call 1-801-
221-1460.
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Contact Information
Aaron Westberg
Speedhut
http://www.speedhut.com
+1 (801) 221-1460

Damon Burton
SEO National
http://www.seonational.com
801-774-9999

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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